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Unilateral neglect within the predictive
processing framework

This scientific commentary refers to

‘Deficits of hierarchical predictive

coding in left spatial neglect’, by

Doricchi et al. (https://doi.org/10.

1093/braincomms/fcab111).

Patients with the unilateral neglect syn-

drome fail to notice and act upon salient

stimuli contralateral to the side of their

lesion, independent of sensory deficit,

and frequently without any awareness of

their deficit (anosognosia).1 Despite the

fact that the syndrome is a highly fre-

quent sequel of right hemisphere dam-

age, and has grave consequences for

patients’ rehabilitation, the underlying

mechanism has puzzled researchers for

decades, with theories pointing to faulty

attention circuits, neural spatial represen-

tations, interhemispheric balance and

others. Recently, the predictive coding

framework has emerged as an explana-

tory model of brain and behaviour, from

perception to action.2 Could this model

explain the deficits seen in Neglect?

Predictive coding
The predictive coding framework postu-

lates that perception is an active pro-

cess—the brain does not simply register

and process information, but rather

makes inferences about the most prob-

able causes of incoming sensory data,

using top-down predictions, or ‘priors’ in

Bayesian terms.2,3 According to this prin-

ciple, bottom-up information is not the

input itself, but the mismatch between

what is predicted and what actually hap-

pens (‘prediction error’, PE). This is

implemented in a hierarchical manner,

such that every level in the hierarchy

makes predictions about, and reads pre-

diction errors from, the level below

(Fig. 1C and D). The mismatch negativ-

ity (MMN) event-related potential is

thought to be an early neural signature

of local sensory, task-irrelevant PE,4

while the later P3 response shows sensi-

tivity to violations of a higher level regu-

larity, at a longer time scale5 and beyond

the sensory cortex.6

Being (un)aware
of local change
In a new study in Brain Communications,
Doricchi et al.7 probed unilateral neglect

patients’ early and late PE signals using

a variant of the ‘global-local’ para-

digm.5,8,9 The backbone of this para-

digm is a pattern of 5 sequential tones.

In the critical conditions, 4 identical

tones (local ‘standards’) are followed by

one local ‘deviant’ tone. This deviant

forms a local change relative to the pre-

ceding standards, and is expected to

elicit an MMN response. When this 4-1

pattern repeats again and again, it forms

a global regularity, where the local devi-

ant can be expected. In this situation,

occasionally replacing the deviant by a

different one, or even replacing the devi-

ant with a standard, violates this global

regularity, which should elicit a P3 re-

sponse. In the critical conditions of the

new study, the standards were presented

at the midline (M), whereas the local

deviants could be either on the left (L),

the right (R), or altogether omitted

(Fig. 1A). A novel aspect of the design

was that the global regularity was estab-

lished in different blocks of trials by ei-

ther a ‘frequent left’ (MMMML) or a

‘frequent right’ (MMMMR) pattern

(70% of the times), and this regularity

was violated by rare (20%) 4-1 patterns

including a right deviant (MMMMR),

or a left deviant (MMMML), respective-

ly. In both cases, rare patterns with an

omitted last tone (MMMM_) were also

included (with 10% probability). This

design allowed Dorrichi et al.7 to probe

both responses to local changes (whether

frequent or not), resulting in ‘local PE’,

and the formation and violation of glo-

bal regularities, resulting in a ‘global PE’.

Previous EEG studies have shown that

patients with Neglect, despite normal

hearing, do not elicit a typical MMN re-

sponse to a deviant tone on their

neglected (left) side, especially when the

deviation is in the spatial location of the

stimuli.10,11 This finding is conceptually

replicated in the new study7 when consid-

ering left and right local deviants.

Whether left side deviant tones were glo-

bally frequent or globally rare, no MMN

was observed in the patients. In contrast,

the patients evinced a typical MMN to

right side local deviant tones, whether glo-

bally rare or globally frequent.

Being (un)aware of
global violations
An intriguing result in the new study per-

tains to the P3 (late PE), the putative
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signature of global regularity violation

detection. When the global regularity

was established by a ‘frequent right’ de-

viant (i.e. 70% MMMMR patterns), a

violation by a rare pattern including a

left deviant (i.e. 20% MMMML pat-

terns) elicited a P3 in the patients. As

noted above, that same stimulus did not

elicit a local MMN, and yet elicited a

later P3 response. In contrast, no P3 was

elicited when the ‘frequent left’ deviant

pattern formed the global regularity (i.e.

70% MMMML), and violation was due

to a rare (20%) MMMMR sequence,

even though the latter stimulus did elicit

an MMN response. This forms an ap-

parent double dissociation between

change detection (local PE) and detection

of higher level pattern violation (global

PE): the right side deviants that elicit an

MMN do not elicit a P3, and even more

remarkably, left side deviants that do not

elicit an early MMN, do elicit a later P3

(Fig. 1B). How is that possible? The an-

swer may arise naturally from the pre-

dictive coding framework.

A predictive
processing
account of
unilateral neglect?
PE neurons in superficial cortical

layers are conceived as performing a

subtraction between the bottom-up in-

put and top-down predictions2,3

(Fig. 1C). Bottom-up PE signals, in

turn, modify (update) the top-down

predictions, so as to minimize ensuing

PE. In this way, predictions eventually

come to match the input, and validly

reflect the external environment. An

important addition to this basic circuit

is the notion that the impact of the PE

neurons on predictions can be gain-

modulated (weighted) based on an es-

timate of its precision (the inverse of

variability). In other words, predic-

tions are modulated by precision-

weighted prediction errors, so that

only reliable PEs are allowed to mod-

ify the predictions. This gain, or preci-

sion weighting, mechanism may be

seen as equivalent to attention

control.12,13

With this picture in mind, let’s con-

sider Dorrichi et al.’s7 double dissoci-

ation with the hypothesis that the

‘precision weight’ of left oriented PE

neurons is low (Fig. 1E). With low
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Figure 1 Reduced precision estimate in unilateral neglect? (A) In the main contrast in Dorrichi et al.’s study,7 quintets of stimuli were the

building block of a sequence. Each quintet presented 4 sequential tones from a midline location (‘local standards’), followed by either a left or

right lateralized tone (‘local deviant’). In a given block, either the left or right penultimate tone was frequent (‘global standard’), while the

other was rare (‘global deviant’). Pink blob on the schematic heads signals the side of the brain lesion in patients. (B) Schematic depiction of

the results in patients with left unilateral neglect. Right but not left local deviants elicited an MMN response, Left global deviants elicited a P3

response (in the context of right global standards), but right global deviants (in the context of left global standards) did not. (C) A schematic

diagram of hierarchical predictive coding system. PE0—Low level prediction error, PE1—prediction error at the next level, P1, P2—prediction

neurons. Under normal circumstances, P1 predicts the stimulus is a local standard, thus the local deviant produces a net activation at PE0,

which P2 has learned to predict. PE1 is putatively associated with the MMN, while PE2 is associated with P3 in this simplified model. The green

connections represent a gain-control device associated with precision estimate of the PE. (D) Schematic diagram of the predictive network

for auditory sequences (adapted from Dietz et al.11) (E) Typically, precision estimate is maximal for midline sounds (possibly with a small bias

to the left). In patients, it is strongly biased towards the right side of space. Precision-weighted PEs in patients are thus strongly reduced for

left sided but slightly enhanced for right local deviants.
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precision weight on the left sensorium,

PEs are suppressed. Hence, there is no

MMN for the final left side tone (L) in

MMMML, whether this pattern is fre-

quent or rare. Moreover, with no PEs

generated by the final left deviant, global

prediction for the frequent pattern

MMMML will not be formed, as higher

level prediction update depends on input

from lower level precision-weighted PE

neurons. Seen from the top, a global pre-

diction for the pattern MMMML

involves expecting a local PE (MMN) at

the fifth tone at the lower level.9 This

explains the absence of P3 to rare

MMMMR patterns, or to omissions

that violate the frequent MMMML pat-

tern. Now let us turn to what happens

when the frequent pattern is MMMNR.

Firstly, the final right deviant elicits a

typical local PE (MMN), as the precision

weighting is high. Secondly, a global re-

gularity is formed based on this high pre-

cision-weighted local PE to right

deviants. When a rare MMMML is pre-

sented in this context, the expected local

PE is lacking, as noted already, because

of the low precision weighting on the left

side of the sensorium, hence no MMN is

seen. In contrast, the P3 emerges as a sig-

nature of global violation, which results

from an effective omission of the

expected right PE. Thus, the observed

double dissociation could be explained

by assuming low precision weighting of

left side inputs, possibly related to altered

fronto-parietal connectivity in the dam-

aged right hemisphere.11 In addition,

assuming the precision weighting for

right PEs is abnormally high in Neglect

patients, may also explain why an omis-

sion response was generated in patients

with Neglect in the context of frequent

MMMMR patterns, but not in other

patients or controls7. However, consider-

ing that an omission response was eli-

cited only in this case, and not for

example in healthy controls, the latter

hypothesis requires further investigation.

The MMN is frequently seen as a

‘preattentive’ response, because it is

elicited in situations in which the sub-

jects’ attention is diverted and there

are no task demands. Reduced MMN

responses to left deviants in Neglect

suggests that patients may also suffer

from a deficit in a process that is inde-

pendent of attention,10 which is con-

trary to theories that see Neglect as an

attentional deficit. Within the predict-

ive coding framework, however, the

distinction between pre-attentive and

attentive becomes blurred. A low pre-

cision weight, conceived as a form of

gain-control or attention, hinders the

generation of PE to left-sided stimuli,

thus also hindering the updating of

top-down predictions about left-sided

stimuli. Under the contentious premise

that high level predictions form the

basis for the content of conscious

awareness,14 this may explain the core

deficit of Neglect patients, which is

lack of conscious awareness of the left

side of space.
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